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ABSTRACT

The Navy Supply Systems Command has developed the Stock

Point Integrated Lcgistics Communications Environment

(SPLICE) ccncept4 It will be a foreg-ound and background

distributed systes built around local area networks. This

research describes an evaluation strategy to identify off-
the-shelf local area network architectures to suppcrt
SPLICE. The strategy develops a performance classification

system fcr local area network architectures and identifies

evaluation guidelines based on the functional needs of the
SPLICE system. Then the evaluation process is implemented to
ilentify example local area network products with architec-

tures that meet SPLICE needs. An example local area network

architecture is identified as an architecture that canN

support ccmjuter networking needs in the SPLICE background

environment of mainframe computers. A second example local
* -area network architecture is ideutified with the perfor-

mance capabilities necessary to support a foreground envi-

ronment cf supply customer work stations.
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1. DISCL-IHNR

The ideas and opinions expressed in this thesis are entirely

9those of the author and do not necessarily represent the

position of, or an endorsement by the Naval Postgraduate

School, cr the Naval Supply Systems Command and Fleet
Material Support Office.

* B. SPLICI OVERVIEUW

The Navy supply system, at Stock Points (SP) and

Inventory Cntrcl Pcints (ICP) , is faced with providing
interactive processing and telecommunications capabilities

to custcmers in meeting their growing logistical demands.

In order to meet this need for a distributed data processing
capability, the Stock Point Logistics Integrated

Communicaticns Envircnment (SPLICE) project concept has been
developed. This concept is designed to augment exsisting

Navy 3P and ICP data processing facilities which support the
Uniform Autcoated Data Processing System for Stock Points

. (U&DPS-SE). SPLICE will provide support for projected
increases in workload volumes, interactive processing, and

networking requirements for the SP and ICP supply system and

its custcmers.

The SPLICE concept is based on providing distrituted

data processing facilities to 62 Navy stock point inventory
activities using lccal area networks. The local area

networks will be used in a SPLICE configuration at each
location, and the networks will support a "foreground" and

"background" conce - .a local area networking concept

will provide a d& communications service for both

8



customers and Stock Point data processing operations.

'ithin each configuration, SPLICE minicomputers will serve

as a Frcnt End Processor (PEP) system to off load communica-

tions management functions from "background" stock point

host mainframe computers. In addition, the SPLICE minicom-

puters will support an interactive processing service for

customer work stations in the "foreground" complex and host

mainframe ccmputers in the "background". The SPLICE EEP

system will also enable local area network users to comuni-

cate with cther users at other SPLICE locations via the

Defense Data Network (DDN).

The SPLICE project is designing a supply syste- that is

built arcund local area networks at 62 SPLICE locations. In

order to speed ixplementation, avoid development costs, and

establish a unifcrm system, it is the policy of the SPLICE

project to make maximum use of currently available cff-the-

shelf hardware and software (Ref. 1]. Within the scope of

this policy, the SPLICE system must fit within the tech-

nolcgy and capabilities of the ADP marketplace [Ref. 2]. To

meet the needs of the supply system, commercially avail-

able local area network architectures must be identified to

support the distributed processing needs of the SPLICE

project.

C. LOCAL ARU NETVOBK EVALUATION STRATEGY

This paper presents a strategy for evaluating commer-

cially available local area network architectures for use in

distributed computer processing systems. This methodology

will be demcnstrated by evaluating local area network archi-

tectures to identify those that can support the distributed

system concept developed for the SPLICE project. The

* strategy for evaluaticn of off-the-shelf local area network

architectures for SPLICE will consist of a series of three

9



cperaticne cr phases. These phases set the stage for the

next three chapters. The phases are briefly outlined below:

PHASE ONE. This phase will examine commercial local

area network architectures and develop a performance

classification system for the network architectures.

General performance capabilities will be identified for

each performance category. In addition, local area

network products will be classified based cn their

architecture.

PHASE TWO. In this phase SPLICE local area netwcrk

design concepts will be identified. Based on the SPLICE

needs a set of performance related evaluation require-

ments and criteria will be identified to guide the

prccess of evaluating local area network architectures.

PHASE THREE. In this phase the evaluation process will

be isplemented. Evaluation requirements will be mapped

against the performance capabilities of local area

network architectual performance classes. This will

identify architectual classes that meet requirements.

within those classes, evaluation requirements and

criteria will be used to identify example local area

netwcrks that eet the distributed design needs of

SPLICE.

This evaluation strategy will serve to identify example

local area network architectures that meet the needs of the

Navy's SPLICE/UADPS-SP system.

10
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A. IN1TUCK IRCHITECTORAL DESIGNS

Lccal area netwcrks have developed in recent years to

meet a wide range of applications in business , industry,

. and gcvernment. The increased demand for netwcrking capabil-
ites and data communications has resulted in a proliferation

of ccmpanies offering local area network systems.

Off-the-shelf local area network architectures iplement. a
.4,- variety cf technological designs in order to provide a

network ard communications service fitted to customer needs.
The procurement of local area networks to support the SPLICE
system requires an evaluation of the performance capabilites

of a range cf local area network architectures. The evalu-

at ion process is faced with gaining a meaningful under-
standing of the envircnment in which the evaluation will be

made. Understanding the architectual environment will enable
the evaluaticn process to focus on identifying products with
architectures that can meet SPLICE needs. To support the

evaluation process a means of classifying local area network

architectures and products based on performance capabilitss

is needsd.

A local area network architecture is an integraticn of

hardware and software technologies that function tc provide

a computer network which operates in a limited geographical
area. Local area network technologies are based on a combi-

nation of new technclogies and applications from lcng-haul
network technologies. In attempting to evaluate local area
network technologies and architectures a conceptual model or

structure is needed in order to begin classifying and under-
standing the performance capabilites of local area netwcrks.

t.
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In 1979, the International Standards Organizaticn (ISO)

published the open systems interconnection (OSI) mcdel.

. This mcdel was intended to provide some degree of compati-

.ility in the develcpment cf network architectures. This

compatibility was needed to support one of the basic objec-

tives of a network: the objective to allow users to inter-

connect networks in crder to share data processing resources
with no ccncern for hardware and software compatibility and
allow applicaticns tc be distance independent. The OS!

model was intended to become a standard to insure compati-

bility i. a multivendor market. This is a noble goal, but

it has nct been achieved to date in the free market.

However, the franewcrk of the model has been widely adcpted

by manufacturers and network designers.

The CSI model is important because it divides the

communicaticns processes of a network station into seven
hierarchical layers of sevices that function to exchange

* informatcn between tuc netwcrk stations. The OSI layers are

7 Application
6 F esen tat ion
5 Session
'4 Transport
3 Net work
2 Cata Link1 Physical

Figure 2. 1 OSI Nodel Layers.

depicted in figure 2.1 . Each layer in the model has a

peer-to-peer protocol cr service relationship with its coun-

terpart layer for ccnnected network stations. It is these
services or protoccls that must be compatible for two

staticns to exchange information on a network.

12



Lccal area networks generally span the services of the
bottom two CSI model layers, the physical and the data link
layers. The physical layer provides the service to connect

to, transmit on, and receive signals on the network trans-

mission medium. The data link layer provides the service to
gain access to the shared transmission medium, address a set
of data tc a network station, and then release the transmis-

sion medium. Using the bottom OSI layers, the attributes of
different local area network architectures can be surveyed
with the goal of understanding their performance character-
istics. The OSI physical layer is a frame of reference to
evaluate the network transmission medium, and the data link
layer provides a frame of reference to evaluate the network

access methods, and there related rtwork topologies. In

addition, the physical and data link layers provide a means

to classify local area network products in groupings with

similar performance charact eristics.

B. THE PHYSICAL LATIN AID THE TRANSEISSION NEDIU

Many local area network capabilities are dependent on

the characteristics Cf the transmission medium used. The

transmission medium is a physical resource shared in a local

area network architecture. One reason to develop local area

networks was to eliminats many point-to-point cable links
between data processing equipments. Links that have tended
to evolve in organizations without a networking plan. The
result was often hidden "snake faras" in the cable trays or
conduits under the floors, in the ceiling, or in the walls
of facilities used by an organization. Local area networks
help solve cable installation and maintenance problems by
providing means to share a single cable for communications
between data processing equipments.

13



The transmission medium for a local area network is a

critical part of the irstallation. There are four popular

transmissicn mediums used in local area networks. They are

twisted pair wira or cable

baseband coaxial cable
broadband coaxial cable

fiber-optic cable

Figure 2.2 Popular Transmission mediums.

shown in figure 2.2 . The medium must be rugged and able to

endure handling by construction and maintenance perscnnel.

It will be pulled through conduits and bent around corners

and obstacles within, and between buildings. Once in place

it must be able to maintain its performance subject to the
assault of elements and extremes in temperature. Not only
withstanding the abuse of humans and nature, it must also

sustain a transmissicn capacity to meet the data communica-
tions needs cf an organization.

The performance capability of the transmission medium is
reflected in the "transmission service" that the physical
layer prcvides to the local area network architecture. The

performance capability of the transmission medium, fcr the
local area network architectures, can be evaluated in three
general areas: capacity, connectivity, and reliability.
Attributes which generally relate to each performance area

for local area network (LAN) architectures are depicted in
figure 2.3 . A review of the primary characteristics and
attributes tbat affect the performance of each transmission

medium is made in the following sections. The review is done

14
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j&jIBUTESJ
number of connections

* connection ease
ccnnection flexibilityCONNECTIVITY- __ (add node between nodes)connection modularity

,(adding new sets of nodes)
ease of cable instailat4cn
distance span of network
data rate
data channels available
traffic patterns handledCAP ACITY7 by network
priority for station accessI
to net ork
access delay for stations
electromagnetic interference

_z system resiliance to failure
RELIABILITY- system error recovery

*--cable system mantenance
4system backup / redundancy

Figure 2.3 LAY Architectural Performance areas and
Attributes.

in order to assess performance capabilities that the local

area network architectures will have, based on the transmis-

sion medium used in the physical layer.

1. Ixiusted RA MI qr, Cable

Twisted pair wire is a transmission medium used in

many local area netwcrks for personal microcomputers in

small business crganizations. Twisted pair wiring is the

same as used for telephones. It is relatively low cost and

can be easily and quickly installed. However, it does have

performance limitaticns. The wiring possesses relatively

unpredictable electrical impedance characteristics which

cause difficulties with impedance matching and reflections.

In addition, it tends to both emit and pickup electrical

4' noise. Cue to these characteristics data rates and distance

spans of the network must be kept low. Typical data rates

15
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range fzcm 240 Kb~s (kilobits per second) to 1 Mbps

(ifegabits per second) over network distance spans cf a few

hundred feet to 3000 feet. The data rate for twisted pair

wire is inversely prcportional to the distance spanned by
the network (Ref. 3]. In addition, data rates are usually

kept low in comparison to other transmission medius3 to

insure impedance matching and reflections do not affect
network transmissions (Ref. 4].

Installation of twisted pair wire often requires the

use cf ccnduit and cable trays . This multiplies installa-

tion costs; however, it serves to protect the wire from

damage and isolates it from electrical noise. Physical
connections can be easily made by either tapping or splicing
the wire.

Twisted pair wiring has drawbacks due to its rela-

tively Icy data rate and sensitivity tc noise interference.
Despite its disadvantages, twisted pair wiring prcvides a

cost effective transmission medium for the less demanding
needs of small business networks using personal micrccca-

puters. Networks using twisted pair wiring can be quickly
and inexpensively installed to meet their office needs.

2. "R .. kI .Jje

Ccaxial cable provides a practical state-cf-the-art
apprcach in implementing the physical layer of a local area
network. As a result it has become the most popular local
area netwcrk transmission medium. The technology for coaxial
cable has emerged frcm two areas. The baseband technclcgy
was the first to be tsed in local area networks. It evolved
with the computer industry as a means to provide digital
signal transmissions between data processing equipment. in

recent years it has become the most popular transmission
medium fcr local area networks. on the other hand, the
troadband coaxial cable technology developed in the cable

16



television (CITV) industry. Broadband cable uses radio

frequency (RF) transmissions for communications. Recently

broadband cables have been used in local area networks. The

significantly greater capabilities of broadband have made it

a competitive alternative to baseband coaxial cable for use

as the physical layer in local area networks. The potential

local area network custoerls choice between a broadband or

baseband local area network must be based on a well defined

set cf performance requirements to insure the most cost
effective choice is made.

3. a le

Easeband is the simplest of two coaxial cable

approaches. A baseband local area network provides a single

communicaticns channel for digital signals. That channel is

shared by all stations attached to the network. Baseband

coaxial cable is used by many vendors in their local area

networks. Baseband implementations are backed by a proven
technology. Baseband provides a high capacity medium that

is simple to install and has low hardware costs. However

the overall performance of a baseband network depends on the

combinaticn of access method, number of attached stations,

and distance spanned by the network. The overview of base-

band performance chacteristics shall highlight that

dependency.

Easeband coaxial cable offers a single channel band-

width of less than 100 M1z. Typical baseband implementations

support data rates in the range of 1 to 10 Mbps over

distances of 3000 to 7500 feet. With special techniques a

data rate of 50 Mbps over a distance of 3000 feet has been

achieved with baseband. In typical networks, depending on

cable specifications, increasing the spanning distance by

several hundred feet can be achieved with data rate reduc-

tion of a few megabits per second. However, as with any

17
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system the trade off may not be so clear cut. Distance on a

baseband cable plant can be increased by adding cabla

segments. Repeaters are required to regenerate signals when

the cable length exceeds an allowable maximum, usually 1500

to 3600 feet, or when the transceivers for attached stations

exceeds a maximum number, usually 100 to 250.

Easeband coaxial cables are designed for noise immu-

nity and ruggedness. The cables generally have a ccpper

center conductor surrounded by a nonconductive insulator.

around bcth is a copper mesh encased in a polyvinyl jacket.

Diameter of the cable ranges from .3 to 1 inch. The cable

design with the wire mesh allows for easy use of vampire or

penetrating type taps. However, the mesh design also makes

the cable less rigid so conduit must be used to support the

cable fcr installaticn.

Installation of baseband cable is relatively easy.

The cable needs to be routed in a facility near the location

where a physical connection is to be made. For a bus or

broadcast type configuration of the baseband cable a connec-
tion is made by a transceiver. The transceiver connection

is made with a Fressure type or vampire tap which "cores"

the cable. This connection can be made without disrupting

the netwcrk operaticn. Controller hardware is attached to

the transceiver to implement the data link service when

powered. The simplicity of routing the cable directly to the

location for a connection may present a problem in providing

adequate cable trays or conduit to protect the cable.

Transceivers may be placed on the cable in anticipaticn of

future ccnnections. Their placement will have no effect on

the cable as long as they are left unpowered by a

contrcller. Placement of transceivers can be arbitrary,
subject to a minimum spacing limitation of 5-6 feet between

them. Repeaters lend flexibility to cable plant design.

Cable segments are typically 1500 to 3600 feet. Repeaters,

18



which regenerate signals, are used to connect two cables or

multiple segments to form star and tree configuations. The
use of repeaters then becomes the limiting factor on the
distance sanned by the cable plant. Repeaters regenerate

all signals on the coaxial cable. That means they amplify
both valid signals and noise without any discrimination. If

too many repeaters are used the valid signal is los,.

Therefore, there is a maximum number of repeaters that can
be used tetween any two stations on the network, usually 2

to 5. This limits the spanning distance of a baseband cable
-- network tc a range of approximately 7500 feet.

Baseband cable systems, with cable segments between

repeaters, permit easy fault isolation of damaged cable
segments. Cables can be separated at repeaters and tested,

using manual trouble shooting techniques, to isolate a
damaged cable segment for repair or replacement. In addi-

tion, connectors can be placed in the cable at predetermined

intervals tc permit easy replacement of damaged segments
without affecting a large number of connections. The connec-

tors can also be used to install temporary bypass segments

while refair work is being done. This will permit the

network to function less the stations connected to the

damaged segment. (Ref. 5]

Redundant cable configurations are use in only a
limited number of baseband networks. Use of redundant cables
requires the use of special controllers or adapters to
provide multiple connections of data processing equipment.

The added hardware ccst can be offset by an increase in data
rates and network reliability. multiple redundant cables

can be simultaneously used to increase data rates, and
failure of a single cable will still enable the network to

continue operaticn at a reduced data rate. However, instal-

lation of redundant cables will require route planning to

insure the physical separation of cables to avoid damage to
more than one cable at any single location.

19



Baseband coaxial cable is a network transmission

medium that is simple to install and relatively easy to

maintain. It can support high data rates over distances
typically required by of local area networks. With the use

of digital signaling it provides an effective and reliable

data ccmunicaticns medium that is widely used in off-the-
shelf local area network architectures.

4. Bladband Coaxial Cable

Broadband coaxial cable systems hav a high hand-
with, 250 tc 400 Mhz, and radio frequency (RF) transmissicns
With these characteristics broadband can offer a higher
communications capacity than taseband. Broadband systems

cffer data capacities from I to 25 1bps. The wide range in
data capacities is dependent on the capacity of the RF

modems used in the system. The higher the capacity of the

RF modem the higher the cost. RF modems accept data signals

from devices attached to the network and convert it to RF

signals. 2he RF modem signals are assigned to preassigned RP
- channels utilizing frequency division multiplexing (FDM)

techniques. In crder to efficiently share RP channels, the
RF modems can also use time division multiplexing (TDR)

access methods. RP modems operate from a few bits per
second up tc 5 1bps. A typical broadband cable network can
use five 5 Mbps channels and still use less than 30 Hhz of

bandwidth. This is cnly a fraction of the available band-
width in the system. Hence, a majority of the cables

capacity is available for video and voice communicaticns

services when special voice and video modems are installed.

A brcadband cable network can simultaneously support low and
high speed digital channels, and analog traffic using
different RF channels. Broadband cable offers a capacity

that meets the data communications needs of most users and

still has the capacity to support adding video and voice
services.

20
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Broadband can provide a network service over greater

distances than baseband. This is due to the performance
chacteristics of RF transmissions which minimize phase and

amplitude distortion and limits low frequency noise. The

broadband network technology utilizes a Central

Betransaissicn Facility (CRF) which receives RF signals from
devices cn lcv frequency channels, filters, amplifies, and
retransmits the signal on a higher frequency channel to all

devices. Broadband cables use passive splitting and

branching techniques, unlike the active repeater used in

baseband. With passive cable splitters, RF signals can be

distributed in local facilities without the use of ampli-

fiers. when distances exceed 2000 feet, amplifiers with

filters can be used to extend the network span up to 40

miles.

The use of a broadband coaxial cable plant offers
the ability to make connections to many users. Typically,

the number cf physical connections to a network range from

200 to over 10,000. Off-the-shelf hardware technology

develcped in the cable television industry provides versa-

tile ccm&inations of cable splitters, taps, feeder cables,

user outlet tap cables, and trunk cables to facilitate

broadband cable installation. Broadband trunk cables have
solid aluminum shields which make them more rigid than base-

band cables. The aluminum shield inhibits use of "vampire"
taps but also reduces the need of using conduit to protect
cables. In addition, with the use various combinations of
cable splitters, feeder cables, and user outlet tap cables,
network installers can provide user connections at virtually

any work location. Using installation hardware, user

connections can be easily made to main trunk cables. This
can be done without laying main trunk cables too near user

work sites where they are more apt to be damaged. This

combination of factors is important to achieving both

connectivity and reliability in the system.
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A major consideration in the installation cf a

broadband system is the BY modems needed to make user

connections. many vendors offer R data modems and costs

increase with the capabilities of modems. A typical price

range may be $750 fcr a 9.6 Kbps data rate modem to $6000

for 5Hbps data rate modem. However, a single modem may

service a single mainframe or minicomputer, or with a

contrcller, a cluster of terminals.
A broadband network is flexible in supporting user

modifications and additions. When work functons change at a
user site or are moved between exsisting sites, all that is
requirad is a switching or replacing of the R modems to
meet user nseds. Adding new users involves installing appro-

priate hardware connections, an R modem, and adding the new
staticn to the network directory. Cable extensions and

amplifiers can be used to add new floors or new buildings to

a network. This can be done without modification of
currently operating network facilites.

A broadband network requires an extensive hardware

investment to establish the intial system. Communications

planners must analyze data rates and channel requirements

needed by the user in order to identify a cost effective mix
of BY modems to be used in the system. In addition, the

systems laycut in terms of R power must insure that the

central retransmission facility is optimally located. Once

installed, the netwcrk must be tuned for impedance and

signal levels.

Broadband systems cffer a number of features which

enhance reliability and provide for system backup. The

hardware used for installing cable plants is backed by the

proven and time tested technology of the CATV industry.

Maintenance of a broadband system can be automatically

contrclled by a monitcr system. A monitor system is usually

located wit.h the central retransmission facility. The
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monitcr system can monitor the network facility in real
time, prcvide detailed fault analysis, recommend repair

procedures, and maintain a network management and informa-
tional database. Redundancy can be easily implemented when
it is necessary to provide backup systems for the retwork.
The icy expense of central retransmission facility equipment
permits redundant installation. In addition, the simplicity
cf central retransmission facility equipment promotes high
reliability and easy repair. Redundant installaticn of
amplifiers is done by using hot standby amplifiers or
connecting two amplifiers in parallel. Networks can be

installed with redundant cables. When redundant cables are

installed, user connections are made to the cables using
cable splitters so communications can be implemented on
either cable. Using the above techniques, redundancy can be

easily i4plemented throughcut a broadband cable system to
insure reliability.

In addition to flexibili-.y and connectivity cf the
physical installation, a broadband system can be used to
achieve multiple logical configuations using channel and
f-equency assignment schemes. This enables a single netwcrk
to be used as multiple networks on a one cable system. This
design technique can be used to connect groups of devices
that are ccompatible with each other on one channel, but are
not ccopatible with cther devices in the organization. This

can serve tc reduce the need for specific network interfaces
for egui~per.ts that share a common protocol [Ref. 6]. RF

channels within the network can be dedicated in support of
specific functions, fcr priority users, and security appli-
caticns. In addition, control and data channel combinatcns

can be isplemented on the network to support communications

management functions.
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Broadband ccaxial cable networks offer the capa-

bility tc handle combined data, voice, and video ccmmunica-

tions fcz thcusands cf users over a wide geographical area.

Fiber optic sublinks, which are used to provide isolaticn or

security fcr network nodes, can be used with broadband

netwcrks (Ref. 7]. Refinements and new innovations in

broadband cable, hardware, and RF modems can be expected for

future brcadband systems.

5. FibeOtic Cable

Fiber-optic cable technology, with the use of light

wave transmissions, offers many potential advantages over

conventicnal metallic transmission mediums. However, it is

only beginning to make its debut from the experimental envi-

ronment. As a result, off-the-shelf commercial applicaticns

are limited. Its use in local area networks has been gener-

ally limited to point-to-point communications links.

However, the medium dces offer characteristics which make it

useful in specific applications.

Fiber-optic cables offer an extremely high band-

width, 1 to 2 GHz (illion cycles per second). The major

drawback tc using fiber-optic cables in local area networks

is the lack of suitable cable splitters to facilitate

branching and cost effective taps to add stations.

The fiber-optic medium does offer potential advan-

tages that should motivate its technological development in

the next decade. Fiber-optic cable has no electrical current

to prcduce sparks which makes it suitable for use in explo-

sive environments. It is immune to electomagnetic and radio

frequency interference, unlike metallic cables, so transmis-

sion are of high integrity. It offers a relatively secure

medium that cannot be "bugged" without actually tapping the

cable, which is a difficult and detectable process.

Fiber-optic cables are light weight, compact, and rugged.
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They can be easily installed and have the capacity to
replace ccaxial cables 20 times their size and weight. The

potential fcr easy and low cost installation make it an

attractive alternative for use in local area networks

located in crowded business areas.
Imp=ovements in the installation technology for

fiber-optic cables can be expected in the next few years.

Technclogy advances should include the development of

improved cables, cable splitrers, and taps. These technolo-

gical advances are needed to make it a practical transmis-

sion medium for local area networks.
A ccmprehensive survey of fiber optics as applied to

local area networks is beyond the scope of this thesis.

C. TBE CATA LINK LATER

The data link layer is the second layer of the OSI

model. It provides the service necessary to communicate on
.the shared transmission medium of a local area network. The
layer prcvides for the exchange of data between any two
stations cn a logical network link. The factors needed to
implement this service are a network access method and its
related shared cable topology to establish a logical link
between two stations, and a link control protocol tc manage

the exchange of data between two stations.
The network access method and its related cable topology

are the key factors in establishing a logical communications
link between two stations on the network. The topology of
the network insures that logical communications link does in
fact have a path on the transmission medium between two

stations. The access method provides a mechanism by which a
staticn acquires and subsequently releases the shared

transmissicn medium.
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The actual data transfer on a logical link is acccm-

plished by a link control protocol. Once the transmission

medium has been accessed, the link control protocol func-
tions to frame the data in a packet, and contrcis the

*exchange cf both control information and data on the ccmmu-

nications link. Packet switching techniques such as X.25

and tit criented protocols such as High-level Data Link

Control (HDLC) used in long haul network architectures in

the past decade have teen a basis for designing link control
protocols. The protocols used provide a means to identify,

or frame, the data and control information sent on a local

area netwcrk. Ncrmally, sender and receiver addresses are

4. identified in the frame formats. The framing mechanisms are

used to indicate the begining and the end of each frame. In
addition, error detection codes and supervisory data are

used tc reveal errors and delimit or synchronize interpeta-
tion cf the data in a frame.

In order to evaluate the performance chacteristics of

commercial local area network architectures from the data
link perspective, tle classification of architectures based

on access method and topology is useful. In the realm of

local area networks, many combinations of access methods and

topolcgies have been used in experimental, in custom built,

and in off-the-shelf networks. However, to focus on off-
the-shelf ccmercial local area network architectures, the

access methcd and topology categories are narrowed dcvn to
five ccmbinations depicted in table I

The performance capability of each access methcd/
topolcgy class can be evaluated in three general areas:

capacity, ccnnectivity, and reliability. Local area network

architectural attributes which generally relate to the

general Ierformance areas are depicted in figure 2.3
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TABLE I

access method and Topology Categories

&C .MTHOD TOPOLOGY
CSH/CC .... **. ...Bus
Token 1assing........Bus

Token Passing........Ring

Sictted.............. Ring

Central Controller...Star

1. £&uq.a.1 Q~tcg = Star To~ologv

Star networks have their acess control based at a

central cr controlling master station. In commercially
available networks, twisted pair wire and coaxial is used in

the physical layer. The transmission medium is used to

connect each staticn to the master station in a star
configuraticn. In the star network, the master station
functions as a switching unit which establishes pcint-to-

point connections between communicating stations. This type
of network irplementation is popular for use with micrcccm-

puter netwcrks used in offices of small businesses and

crgan izaticns.

Central control star networks have data rates that

range between 400 Kbps and 800 Kbps over distances of up to

1000 feet (Ref. 8]. They have the advantage of a simple
access method which involves polling schemes used by the
central station. The polling schemes provide virtually

contenticn free service with low traffic delays. The
polling access methods can easily handle bursty, regular, or

real time ccmunicaticns traffic. In terms of reliability,

single station failures or damage to a transmission line
will effect only a single station in the network. However,

a major disadvantage of the system is that a failure of the
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central station will terminate network service if an on-line

central station is not used for backup. Another disadvan-

tage is that there is a limit to the number of stations that
can be directly connected to the cental station.

2. LIM AS. ZUpogis

The bus topolcgy is used in the implementations of

both the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision

Detection (CSKA/CD) Eus and the Token Bus access mqthods.

The bus -cpology has inherent performance characteri-stics
common to both implementations. In a bus topology trans-
m itted messages are broadcast by the originating station
over the entire netvcrk. Stations sharing the netwcrk must

check tie message tc determine if they are the destination
station cf the message. Broadcasting is simple because

routing c= forwarding of the message is not needed. The
absense of routing or the forwarding of messages supports
raliatility since network resists single point failure of a

staticn. A bus topclogy supports a high degree of connec-
tivity with any transmission medium. It has the flexibility
to easily add new stations between exsisting stations on the
bus. In addition, the bus car easily support modular exten-
sions which involve adding cable extensions with stations in
new sites of a facility. Another unique advantage of the
bus is that it offers the capacity to support access methods
designed for a ring topology. The bus can be used tc fcra a
"logical" ring in crder to implement access methods
designed for ring tcpologies; the reverse is not possible
for the ring.

The Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Ccllision

Detection (CSMA/CD) is an access method used to share the

transmission medium in networks with a bus topology. This
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is a random access method for accessing the bus which is

relatively simple to implement. As a result, CSHA/CD is used

in many commercial local area networks. To transmit a

message, each node or station on the network listens for

broadcasts cn the cable and senses when it is not in use.

If the cable is idle, the node immediately assumes control

of the cable and transmits a message frame. To avoid simul-

taneous transmissions, a station will normally monitor the

" . cable during transmission to detect a collison with another

node's transmission. In the event of a collision both nodes
will cease transmission and wait a random time before

attempting transmission again.

The CSMA/CD access method is simple to ivplement

using most transmission mediums. CSMA/CD's performance in

terms cf capacity for typical commercial networks is

TABLE II

Typical CSIA Capacity Performance

MII DATA RATE DISTANCE

Twisted pair wire I Mbps 1000 feet

Baseband coax 10 Mbps 7500 feet

Eroadtand coax 5 Mbps/channel 50000 feet

[ef. 18]

reflected in the table II . CSMA/CD has the advantage of

being able to meet high demands of bursty users and still

maintain high utilization of the network. Studies indicate
that when network stations offer a traffic load above 100%

of the network data rate, utilization remains above 95%

(Ref. 51. An issue often raised over CSMA/CD concerns the

nondetersinistic delay that stations face in real time
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applicaticns. This is often sighted as a factor to favor

polling or token access methods. However, when the prcb-
ability cf recovering a lost or damaged token is considered,

these access schemes also have a nondeterministic attribute
when suppcrting real time applications ERef. 9]. A traffic

capacity disadvantage of CSNA/CD is that there is no

priority mechanism, all stations have equal access to the
network. This might be considered a critical disadvantage

when real time process control communication is needed by a

user.

The CSMA/CD method has the advantage of supporting

flexibility and modularity in adding network stations. The

contrcl for accessing the network given to each station by
the CSMA/CD will result in significant performance degrada-

tion when a large number of stations are connected. The

number of stations that can be connected is also limited by

the number cf physical connections that can be made tc the

transmission medium cr the addressing format used in the

link ccntrol protocol.
In terms of reliability, the advantage of distrib-

uted access control for CSlA/CD networks is that station

failures do not affect the system. Hence, a complete system
recovery is not necessary for a station failure. However,

it is desirable to initiate recovery action for the failed
station ( i.e., to diagnose and possibly repair the failed
staticn cr tc transfer the failed station's workload to an

operational station). A reliability disadvantage for

CSMA/CD networks is that collision detection depends cn gcod

transaission characteristics of the transmission medium.

This is cf concern when using twisted pair wire or baseband

coaxial cable. During a transmission, noise and reflecticns
from a damaged cable or faulty connection may be recognized
as a collision and the transmission will be aborted. This

will continue until the fault is repaired. However,
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broadband coaxial cable which transmits and listens or.

separate channels is less suseptable to the prcblem.

Broadband networks use a central retransmission facility to

retransmit a message for broadcast on a higher freqency zhan
originally transmitted on. Broadband collision detections

are usually made by a bit by bit comparison of the retran-

smitted messages on the higher frequency channel to the

message originally sent.
CSMA/CD is a simple access method that can be effec-

tively used with a variety of transmission mediums. It is
the most popular access method used by commercial local area

network vendors.

4. Z.jkS.n g3jsi Bus

The token passing bus is a variation of the token

passing ring access method. However, a bus topology is

used, and the staticns or nodes are considered to be in a

"logical ring". This access method is a complex implementa-

tion; however, it dces offer unique performance characteris-

tics. This method is a polling scheme in which a ccntr-ol
token is passed frcm node to node in a "logical ring"

sequence. Only a station that has the token has the right to
broadcast a mssage cver the bus while others listen. At the
end of the transmission, or If the node has no message to

send, the tcken is passed to the next node in the "loq_-ca!

ring" sequence. Norally, a node can retain the token and

transmit messages for only a specified period of time.

The token passing bus offers a uniqus set of perfor-
mance characteristics. In terms of capacity, typical

networks have data rates of 2.5 Mbps to 1 Mbps over
distances cf 5000 and 30,000 feet, respectively. These

capacity characterisics represent a trade off between data
rate and distance in the networks. A disadvantage is that
for bursty traffic, the network bandwidth is not available
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on demand. The token passing scheme has an overhead in

available network bandwidth. A traffic capacity advan-tage
is that the polling scheme has a deterministic delay for a

node's access to the network. However, this should be
considered in respect to the probability of recovering a

lost tcken in real time.
In terms of reliability, the token passing on a tus

does not depend on a physical ring, only a logical ring.
Conventional physical ring networks are susceptible to

failure when a single node fails, but the logical ring of

the bus is not as susceptible to failure. However, the
potential of losing a token to noise on the bus, or when a
node fails, does pcse an important reliability considera-

tion. Tcken recovery procedures must be effective in making
recovery cn a real time basis.

Ccnnectivity performance of the token passing bus

retains the desireable features of a bus topology for adding
new nodes. However, a set of complex algorithms are needed
to start up the netwcrk system, and to efficiently add and
delete nodes from the token passing scheme (Ref. 10].

Cverall, the token passing with a bus topology is a
complex local area network implementation. However, it does
gain real time processing advantages for the bus topology
while avoiding the reliability and connectivity disadvan-
tages cf token passing on a physical ring.

5. ItS Rig 22~ay

The token ring and the slotted ring access methcds

both use a ring topology. The ring topology has performance
characteristics inherent to both access method implementa-
tions. In the ring, message traffic flows in one direction

around tke ring. A message transmitted by a node in the ring
is received and forwarded around the ring by the other nodes
until the message is received by the originating node. Nodes
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form an active string of repeaters for the transmissicn of

messages on the ring. This design has both performarce

advantages and disadvantages. In terms of capacity, the use
of retransmission at each node can provide a high ne*wcrk

data rate if short distances are maintained between ncdes.

Using nodes as an active repeater string also allows the

network tc span long distances. This use of point-to-point

transmissions enables the network to span long distances
while using twisted pair vire or coaxial cable. The ring

topology performance in terms of connectivity has disadvan-
tages in some itplezentations. The flexibitiy to add new
stations between stations is minimal. In order to add a
station the cable must be cut to install a repeater for the
connecticn. This process disrupts the entire network.
nodular expansions of the network to add new stations in a
cutlying locations also requires cutting the cable and
disrupting the network. In addition, running a cable in the
hidden lccations of conduit, cable trays, ceilings, floors,
and walls, while still maintaining the "ring" configura-
tion, is a challenging problem.

In terms of reliability, the ring topology has addi-

tional performance disadvantages. In some ring networks,
operation cf the network depends on the reliability of a
repeater string. & single point repeater failure can break

the ring and down the network. Techniques to bypass the
failed nodes are available. However, if distances between
the nodes are long, the increase in transmission distance by

bypassing a failed node can create problems if there is no
signal regeneration. Bypassing one node will double trans-
mission distance, and failure of adjacent nodes, could
triple the transmission distance. This effect limits the
distance that can be tetween nodes in a network. (Ref. 3]
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The ring topology has capacity advantages in data
rates and distance span of the network. However, this is
achieved with a trade off that limits connectivity and reli-

ability of the network implementation.

6. Tokla ft s "2 2

Ihe token passing ring access method is implemented

with stations or nodes in sequence in a ring configuration.
In this access method a control token, message frame, is
circulated around the ring. If a station has a transmission
to make it removes tte token, sends a data frame, and then
puts the token back into circulation. The sequence in which
the token is passed is not necessarily dependent on the
physical sequence of the stations. Each station must check
the desination address of the token since only the destina-
tion station may remove the token to transmit. Data trans-
missicns on the ring are regenerated at each node in the
physical ring sequence. Destination nodes may copy data

from the data frame, but only the originating node can
remove the data frame and return the token. Only one
message can be cn the ring at one time. Since a single
token controls all messages, collisions are not possible and

collisicn recovery pzccedures are not needed. In addition,
the use of a token provides for decentralized access

contrcl.
Token passing rings have capacity advantages. with

point-to-pcint transmissions between nodes, data rates are

typically 10 Mbps with distance limits between nodes of 750
feet using coaxial cable.. Also, wide network spanning

distances are possible if repeaters are used between
stations. Rowever, the number of repeaters that can be

placed between active stations has a limit because the
repeaters amplify tcth valid signals and noise withcut
discriminaticn (Ref. 11]. The point-to-point transmissions
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allow for easy adaptability of various transmission mediums.
However, the use of baseband coaxial cable is the most

common. The access method can be used to support a priority

scheme fcr access of stations to the network. The polling
technique used with the token gives stations deterministic

access delay times. However, the probability of recovering

from a lost or damaged token can give the access delay time

a nondeterministic attribute (Ref. 9]. In addition with
token passing, high user traffic rates are serviced with no

degradation cf network services as a result of collisions.

In contrast to the capacity advantages, token
passing rings have inherent disadvantages in connectivity

and reliability due to their physical ring topology. The

key disadvantage in reliability, is the ring topology's
dependence on an active repeater string, in some implementa-

tions. In addition, the possibility of losing a token on

faulty transamissions requires standby procedures tc recover

the token. Also in scme implementations, the flexibility in

adding stations between nodes, and adding groups of stations

on modular extensions to the network, is limited by the ring
topology.

7. The Sltedln

The slotted ring access method uses a physical ring
topology. Only one commercially available network, POLYMET

by Logical Incorporated, was covered. In this approach, the
network ring is divided into slots using a circulating
pattern of bits. Each slot carries a header which identi-
fies it as an empty or full message slot. A typical imple-
mentaticn provides 16 slots. To transmit, a node seizes an
empty slot by marking it full, and inserts an information

packet of a fixed size. Each network node receives all slots
as they circulate. Each slot is examined by a network node

to determine if it is the destination node. If a node is the
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destinaticn node of the packet, it copies the data and marks
the the slot free, otherwise, it retransmits the full slot.

This approach requires an administration node to intiate and
maintain the slot bit pattern.

This access method can support a data rate of 10

Mbps using twisted pair wire or coaxial cable. The point-
to-point transmissions around the ring facilitate the high
data rate. This method has the capacity advantage of being
able to support concurrent message traffic for stations on
the ring. This feature allows it to easily adapt tc a wide
range of data rates of attached equipments [Ref. 13]. The

number and mximum size limit of the frames, limits the

ability to effectively use the available network bandwidth.
In terms of connectivity, the slotted ring method

inherits the disadvantages of the ring topology. Stations
cannot be added without disrupting the network. Reliability

of the slctted ring also has the disadvantage of depending
on an active string of node repeaters for network operation.

Another reliability disadvantage is that the use cf a
contrcl node responsible for maintaining the slot pattern
centalizes network control. A control node failure will

result in network failure.

D. CLASSIPICATIOI OP LOCAL AREA NETWORK ARCHITECTURES

In cder to evaluate performance capabilities of local

area network products, they can be classified based on their
architecture. Local area network products can be classified

based on the following two areas: the physical layer trans-
missicn medium and the data link layer access method with

related topology.
Currently available, off-the-shelf, local area networks

are classified in three figures. Figure 2.4 classifies
local area networks vith a central controller access method
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and a star topology. Figure 2.5 classifies local area

networks with CSMA/CD and token access methods that use a

bus tcpclogy. Figure 2.6 classifies local area networks with

token ring and slotted ring access methods that use a ring

topclcgy. When local area networks are classified in this

manner, performance capabilities can be attributed to each

architectural class of off-the-shelf local area netwcrks.

An architectural class is identified by both transmission

uedium, and access method/tcpology.

This performance classification scheme for local area

netwcrk products will assist the SPLICE local area network

evaluation process. User needs will identify the performance

capabilities needed in the SPLICE local area networks. Eased

• : on SPlICE needs, the architectual class, or classes, can be

identified which have the potential performance capablities

to meet those ne-ds. The evaluation process can then focus

on example vendor products in the class, or classes,

identified.

. STATUS CP LOCAL AREA NETWORK STAND&RDS

In the face cf the growth of local area networks, users

have beccme concerned with their capability to interccnnect

a variety of data prccessing equipment with a n.twork, and

to interconnect networks. This has generated a need for

local area network standards. As a result, local area

networks have become a concern of both international and

naticnal standards orqnizations in recent years. The major

effort has been in the Institute of Electrical and

Electronic Engineers (IEEE) Project 802 Committee. The

standards effort of Project 802 has been to ensure ccmpati-

bility between equipment made by different manufacturers,

such that data communications can take place with a minimum

of effort cn the part of builders or users of networks.
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Since 1981, the Project 802 Committee has had limited

success in gaining support for any ons approach. However,

the standards being considered are compatible with the ISO's

Open Systems Interconnecton (OSI) model. Consideration has

revolved around CSM&/CD Bus Baseband, CSMA/CD Bus Broadband,

Token Passing Bus, and Token Passing Ring. Of primary

consideration has been the specifications for a CSHA/CD Bus

Baseband specificaticn, using Ethernet as a model. Ethernet

was made a defacto standard for baseband local area networks

.* in September 1980, when Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC),

Intel Corporation, and Xerox jointly published the specifi-

cations. In the fall of 1982, an Ethernet-like specifica-

tion was recommended by Project 802 to the IEEE. This

happened cnly after it had been adopted by the European

Computer Manufacturers Association, and had received the

endorsement of 20 network vendors. Final approval of the

IEEE Ethernet-like standard is anticipated in 1983.

In addition, for troadband local area networks, the IEEE
* Project 802 Committee has endorsed a single cable, mid-split

frequency allocation standard, TR 40.1. This standard was

originally developed and proposed by the Electrcnics

Industries Associaticn (EIA). (Ref. 12]
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111. 10Q lVALUATIO I ROUIENE T AND R ITERIA

A. SPLICE EYALUITION PROCESS

The evaluaticn process for SPLICE local area networks
begins with understanding the SPLICE system environment.
This urderstanding will help in developing a strategy to

focus on the performance capabilities of the local area
network architecture that are needed to support a meaningful
evaluaticn process.

The next step in the evaluation process involves identi-

fying local area netwcrk performance capabilities needed for
SPLICE. This involves development of evaluation require-

aents and criteria. Evaluation requirements are those func-

tional perfcrmance capabilities which are essential in
meeting SPLICE design needs. The evaluation requirements

develcped are kept to a minimum in order to avoid unneces-

sary restrictions which would unfairly narrow the evaluation

process. Hcvever, they must include the minimum set of

requirements that, if not met, would make a local area
network architecture unsatisfactory in meeting the design

- goals of the system. Evaluation requirements will be guides

in identifying example architectures that meet SPLICE design
needs. In order to identify example local area netwcrk
products, with architectures that meet the requirements, a
set of evaluation criteria is also developed. The evalu-
ation criteria serves as a guide to assess the performance
capabilities and desirable features of example netvcrk
products. This assessment will identify local area network
architectures that can mee.t the needs of the Navy SPLICE

project.
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Functional design needs and specifications for the

SPLICE Iccal area networks are found in the Funct.ion

Description [Ref. 1] and the Solicitation Document (Ref. 14]
for the STLICE project. In addition, a functional design
of a local area retvcrk for SPLICE has been recommended as a
result of research dcne at the Naval Postgraduate School and
supported by the Fleet Material Support Office [Ref. 15].

These documents provide a basis for identifying hcth the

evaluation requirements and evaluation criteria needed for

the evaluation process.

B. SELIC! LOCAL IRER VETIORE DESIGN EIVIROWKEIT

The SPLICE system has a need for three data communica-

tions networks: one long haul network, and two local area
networks. The long haul network, the SPLICE network, will
provide data communications between 62 SPLICE locations in

CONUS and the Pacific.. This network will use the planned
Defense Data Network (DDN) to communicate between SPLICE

locations. In addition, there will be two local area

networks for each SPLICE configuration. There may be one or

more SPLICE configurations at each SPLICE location. Within

each SPLICE configuration, a local area network is needed to

support data communications for a "Background" system, and a
second local area network is needed to support data communi-
cations in a "Foregrcund" system. Both local area networks

will interface to a "Front End" system, this is a ccumunica-
tions management system to support inter-site and intra-site

communications. Understanding the SPLICE local area
• network environment involves understanding the SPLICE

configuration of three interrelated systems. & description
of each system is provided to provide a basis for defining
evaluaticn requirements and criteria.
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1. Zbe "jgkjg ~Xte!

uithin the "Eackground" system there is a need for a

local area netwcrk to provide a high speed daza channel
between host mainframe computers and their peripherial
equipment. This high speed data channel can be referred to

as the Background Local Computer Network (BLCN). The design

concept fcr the BLCN is to support data communications for

host mainframe ccmputer systems. The hosts include Burrcughs
Medium Ccmputer Systems and other mainframe computer systems

that will be dedicated to batch processing and large data
base management. Applications that include large file
processing and report generation functions will need a very
high speed communications service between the hcsts and

peripheral equipment. In addition, the BLCN will provide the

capability to off lcad data communications management and
interactive processing management tasks to the "Front End"

system. This facilitates off loading a work load that is

beginning tc force hcst ccmputer systems into saturation.
* The off loading is intended to extend the useful life of the

background computer systems into the 1990's. This will
allow present applications of the "Background" system to

expand withcut early saturation. At the same time, new

applicaticns can be targeted for the "Foreground" system.
The "Background" system will conceptually beccme a

locally expanded, or dispersed, data center operation tied
together with the BEEN. This mainframe environment ne.ds

relatively little flexibility to reconfigure for new appli-
cations. However, the BLCN needs to provide very high

capacity and highly reliable data communications service to

support present applications as they expand. No single
point cr data link failure shculd interrupt the BLCN's
communications service. The BLCN evaluation process must

. focus cn performance in terms of capacity and reliability in
crder to'support this mainframe oriented environment.
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The "Front End" system is a Front End Processor

(PEP) system. This PEP system will interface to both the

"foreground" and "background" systems. The PEP will be a
minicomputer system designed to off load communications

management, and terminal management tasks, from the "back-

ground" system. The PEP system will manage both irtra and

inter site communications for the SPLICE configuration. It
will be a three (3) way ccmmunications gateway between the
"backgrcund" system, the "foreground" system, and the SPLICE

network. An important concept in the development of the ZEP

system is the virtual local area network design approach

proposed in developing the software modules for communica-
tions and terminal management. This design approach

supports tve functional features important for consideration
. in the SELICE local area network evaluation process:

* The local area networks should support bcth a

datagraa and virtual circuit style communications
, service fcr intra network communications, and

interfaces to the Internet Protocol fcr inter

network communications.

* The local area networks should have a decen-

tralized access control system for sharing the
communications medium. This is to support a

logical design which has a "virtual" control bus
for control messages and a "virtual" data bus for

application and data messages. [Ref. 15]

The datagram style message service is typicall used in

*almost all off-the-shelf local area network architectures
using bus or ring topologies.
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"he SPLICE "foreground" system is a minicomputer

work staticn complex that is interconnected by a seccnd

local area network. The Solicitation Document refers to this

as the interpocessing subsystems network. This system of

user CRT terminals, cr work stations, will support a distri-
bution cf data processing functions to the custcaer work

sites. The work stations will becomg the primary tool for

supply customers to conduct business. The work staticns will

enable ctstcmers to share and access information across the

local area network and the entire SPLICE system. Customer
CRT wcrk stations will support data entry, search, and

retrival. Along witb the work stations, there will be

printers and scanning equipment to produce hard copy reports

and facilitate rapid data entry. The work station complex
will support a real time, on-line, transaction oriented

environment. The local area network will provide the commu-

nications substrate to support this distribution of

processing power to customers. The strategy in evaluation

*. of the Foreground Local Area Network (PLAN) should focus on

providing a flexible customer oriented service. This flexi-

bility translates into providing the capacity and connec-

tivity tc support the changing and growing needs of Stock

Point customers. In addition, the communications service

must be reliable in its support of supply business activi-

ties. No single point failure or data link failure should

interrupt the FLAN service. The evaluation strategy for the

PLAN should be oriented towards adaptability in capacity,

and connectivity, in order to meet changing business needs

of the customer.
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C. EVALUATION PROCESS FIRST STEP REVIEW

The first step of the evaluation process focused on the

SPLICE local area network environment. This identified a

strategy tc guide the develcpaent of requirements and
criteria to evaluate local area network architectures.

Studying the networking environment reveals a need for two

strategies in the evaluation process. The BLCN st+ategy

should fccus on a very high capacity and high reliabi..ity in

the communications service for a mainframe environmen-t. The

*PLAN strategy should focus on adaptability in the capacity

and connectivity of a reliable communications service in

,- meeting custcaer business needs.

D. BLCN EVALUATION BEQUIREEHNTS AND CRITERIA

The evaluation strategy for the BLCN should focus on

sustaining a very high capacity and a high reliability data
communications service. This service will be the communica-

tions sutstrate for a host mainframe computer environment.

It is the policy of the SPLICE project to make maximum

use of off-the-shelf hardware and software. This use of
standard vendor products will shorten the time frame in

implementing SPLICE. This establishes the first require-

ment:

B-Ri: The BLCN architecture must be an off-

the-shelf system.

The functional design of SPLICE local area netwo.rks is based

on a virtual local area network (Ref. 15]. This design

generates the next reguirement:

B-R2: The BLCN shall support both a datagram

and virtual circuit communications services,
with decentralized control, that gives each

attached host uniform functionality.
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The SPLICE Sclicitation Document for the BLCN sueci-

fies a data rate of nct less than 25 Mbps with an aggregate

data rate of 50 Mbps up to a distance of 1000 feet. In addi-

tion, a data rate of not less than 1 Mbps with a sustained

aggregate data rate cf 2 Mbps up to a distance of 5000 feet.

The use cf two data rates is based on using redundant
simultaneously operating data links. This is to enhance the

relia.-bility of the system. Considering the networking envi-

ronment of the SPLICE configuration, -the foreground local

area network (FLAN) should have the capacity to absorb or

off lcad the 1-2 Mbps lata rate over the 1000 to 5000 fcot
distance. In addition, the background data processing equip-

ment cculd be re-configured to place it all within a 1000

foot diameter. This would allow the BLCN to sustain the

25-50 Mbps data rate throughout the network. This generates

a requiregent and an evaluaticn criteria:

B-R3: The BLCN independent of the data rate

of attached equipment shall sustain cn an as

need basis a transmission data rate between

attached equipment of not less than 25 bps

with an aggregate data rate of 50 Mbps at

distances up to and including 1000 feet.

B-Cl: The capability to maintain a data rate

capacity of 25-50 [bps over distances in

excess of 1000 feet is desirable.

2. Q__ ivit 1je

The BLCN is designed to provide a communications

service fcr host data processing equipment at 62 Navy supply

locations. The solicitation document specifies a need to
attach a taximum of 32 equipments in a radius of 2500 feet.
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This specification must change in order to be compatible

with capacity requirements. This generates a new requirement

and evaluaticn criteria:

B-R4: The BLCN shall be able to ccnnect a

S minimum of 32 equipments in a radius of 500
V feet.

B-C2: The capability to connect 32 equipments

in a radius in excess of 500 feet is desir-

able.

3. i.L!.3 Riabity Needs

Splice local area networks are to be configured for

a fault tclerant operation. In this light, no single point

failure will cause the unavailability of the data

processing complex tc supply customers. Stock Point and

Inventory Ccntrcl Pcint operations depend on the avail-
ability cf computer support to conduct business. The lcss

cf that suppcrt will mean lost people time, which is unac-
ceptable [Ref. 1]. The need for reliability generates the

follcing requirements:

B-R5: There must be more than one communica-

tions path, data link, between each pair of
equipment interfaces on the BLCN.

8-R6: The operational status of the network
will not depend upon the operational status

of any attached equipment. The BLCN will
operate as an independent, stand alcne

facility.

Redundant data links are intended to support a fault

tolerant cperaticn. In addition, redundant cable configura-
*.:. tions will support on line maintenance and reconfiguraticns

for hardware repairs while the system continues processing.
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In order to further evaluate local area netwcrk

products that meet BLCN evaluation requirements, additional

- evaluaticn criteria are needed to identify example networks

• that have a potential for meeting SPLICE design needs. This

will aid in evaluating and identifying example off-the-

shelf prcdccts with architectures that can meaningfully

support the SPLICE system over its 11 year life cycle. The

additional evaluaticr criteria are:

B-C3: It is desired to provide off-the-shelf

interface hardware for background data

processing equipment. This equipment includes

the fcllowing computers:

Burrcughs Medium System

Perkin-Elmer 3200 series

Interdata 32 bit series

IBM _360/370

Univac 1100 and 490 ssries

Tandem

B-C;4: Compatibility with network standards

such as those supported by the IEEE Project

802 is desirable.

L PLAN EVALUATION BEQUIRREENTS AND CRITERIA

The evaluation strategy for the Foregroud Local Area

Network (FLAN) should focus on providing a communications

service adaptable to customer needs now, and in the future.
In this respect, the PLAN should provide an adaptable

performance in terms of capacity and connectivity to meet
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changing and growing user needs. In addition, it must be a

reliable ccmunicaticns service for supporting customer

business activities.
It is the SPLICE project policy to achieve rapid imple-

mentation by making maximum use of off-the-shelf products.

This establishes the first requirement:

F-Rl: The FLAN architecture must be an off-
the-shelf system.

The functional design of the SPLICE local area netwck

is based on a virtual local area network. This lesign

generates the next requirement:

F-R2: The FLAN shall support both a datagram

and virtual circuit communications services,

with decentralized control, that gives each

attached host uniform functionality.

1. Fill Q2,jA=. Nes

The FLAY will support a high speed data communica-

tions service between attached work stations. It must
sustain a high data :ate to provide an efficient interface

with the ELCN during data exchanges. This will also serve to
reduce buffering requirements in the system. The FLAN, if

necessary, must be capable of supporting "background" data

processing equipment that cannot be directly attached tc the

BLCN. This is due tc distance limitations on the very high
speed BLCH system. Beliabili-ty in the FLAN will require

redundant data links, but simultaneous use of data links is
not necessary to achieve higher data rates. The capacity

need of the FLAN will be 2 ,bps for the customer work
staticn ccmplex, plus 2 Mbps tn support any "background"

data processing equipment that may be attached. In addi-

tion, the modular expansion of the work station complex

51
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should be accommodated within a radius of 2500 feet. This

is reflected in the specifications on the 'backgrcund"

design. These needs establish the following requirement:

F-R3: The PLAN, idependent of thq 4ata rates

of attached equipment, shall sustain on an as
needed basis, with low delay, a transmission

capacity o.. 4 Mbps, at distances up to 5000

feet~.

Through the 1980's and 1990's, SPLICE applications

are anticipated to grow in the foreground work station

complex. This makes increased data rates and distances

desirable fcr exp&nsion of the SPLICE system. Presently

only data communications is nei-ded, however the capacity to
integr videoado vo-.0 capabilities to support

customer business activities is considered desirable. T his
leads ti-c the identification of the following capacity
related evaluation criteria:

F-Cl: A data rate capacity and distance capa-

bility greater than requirement F-R3 is

considered desirable.

F-C2: The capacity to expand communications

services to include business oriented video

and voice communications on the FLAN is

considered desirable.

2. 11lQj~.jj1jeed

'The PLAN will support connections for supply

customer work station, and periperal equipment. The network
must te versatile in its abiliJty to provide connections at

*work locations of the customers. In addition, connections
must te easily reconfigured and expanded to meet grcwing
needs of the users. This versatility must support varied
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configurations at 62 SPLICE locations that have a wide range

of facility arrangements. SPLICE project specifications do
not identify the number of work stations that must be

connected tc the PLAN. However, the current ratio of back-
ground computers to customer terminals is approximately 1:20

[Ref. 2]. The maximum number of background computers at a

SPLICE configuration will range from a low of none, tc a

high cf 17 to 22 in the next 11 years. Larger configurations
in the system will have an assortment of approximately 15

backgrcund computers [Ref. 14]. Based on these figures, the

PLAN should be able to support 300 physical connections.

This generates a requirement:

F-R4: The FLAN shall provide a minimum cf 300

physical connections for data processing

equip ent.

Connectivity is of major importance in providing an adap-
table communications service to the customer. The following

evaluation criteria should be considered for that

adaptibility:

F-C3: The capability to make connections in

excess of the requirement F-R4 is desirable.

The FLAY must provide a fault tolerant data communi-

cations service. The customer's work station will be a
primary tocl for ccnducting supply business. The avail-

ability of the work stations and the ability to communicate
informaticn will be essential in the conduct of supply oper-
ations. The FLAN to maintain a reliable and available
communicaticns service must be immune to single point

. failures, data link failures, and must continue to function

during cn-line maintenance. In order to support this reli-

ability the requirements are:

.5 ~53
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F-R5: The FLAN will provide more than cne

data ccmmunications path between each pair of
equip rent interfaces.

F-R6: The FLAN will not depend on the opera-

tional status of any attached equipment. The

FLAN will operate as an independent stand

alone facility.

4. A4I 1l Needs

In order to further evaluate local area netwcrk

products that meet FLAB evaluation requirements, additional

evaluaticn criteria are needed to identify example networks
that have a potential for meeting SPLICE design needs. This
will aid in evaluating and identifying example off-the-
shelf products with architectures that can meaningfully

support the SPLICE system over its life cycle. The addi-

tional evaluation criteria are:

P-Cu: The vendors capability to prcvide a

variety of off-the-shelf data processing

equiptent interfaces is desirable.

F-C5: Compatibility with local area network

standards such as those supported by the IEEE
802 Pzcject is desirable.
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'. BDCI UVALIJATION PROCESS

1. _sg, NeseILds

-Ihe evaluaticn process for the Background Local

Computer Network (BLCN) has the strategy of providing data
communicaticns sevice for maiaframe computers. This service

must have a very high capacity and high reliability to

suppcrt batch p-ocessing and large data base management

processing operations. The BLCN will be important in
improving the performance of exsisting host computers and

* extending their useful life. The requirements that must be

-! met by the local area network architectures identified for
the EICN are:

4 B-R1: An off-the-shelf architecture.

B-R2: A datagram and virtual circuit decentralized
controlled message service.

B-R3: Data rate of 50 Mbps with minimum of 25 Mbps

over a distance of 1000 feet.

B-Rh: Connect 32 equipments in a radius of 500

feet.

]!-BS: Redundant data links.

B-R6: Netwcrk immune to single point failures.
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The major requirement in this evaluation prccess is

the capacity requirement B-R3. This requirement is gener-
ated by tte need to sustain large file processing for batch
and data base management in the background host computercomplex. This data rate is such higher than interactive

processing data rates of 1 to 10 Mbps supported by local
area netwcrks architectures used in business environments.
The requirement serves tc focus the evaluation process on a
specific vendor product which is used as an example of the
desired architecture.

2. jJ _Iamle Architecture

Hyperchannel from Network Systems Corporation (NSC)

is an example of a local area network architecture that can
satisfy ELCN requirements. NSC's Hyperchannel was intro-

duced in 1977 to provide a high capacity network service for
data center type operations. Hyperchannel employs a data-
gram service on a bus consisting of up to four baseband

coaxial cables. Data link access is controlled by adaptors

that emplcy CSMA with an acknowledgement for collision
detection. In addition, the access method also supports a
priority access scheme. The multiple bus configuration
supports a data rate of 50 Mbps over distances up to 3000

feet. A data link failure will lower the data rate, but not
below 25 Mbps, if at least two cables are used.
flicroprocessor based adaptors are used to make equipment

connections to multiple buses. The network can support up to
256 physical connecticns.

The following provides an overview of Hyperchannel's
attributes cn each evaluaticn critaria.

Evaluation criteria B-Cl: 25-50 Mbps data rate in
excess of 1000 feet.

Hypercharnel sustains the data rate up to 3000 feet.
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Evaluation criteria B-C2: Connect 32 devices in a

radius in excess of 500 feet.

Hyperchannel can provide connections for 256 devices over a

distarce cf 3000 feet (radius 1500 feet). In addition, a

2400 foct coaxial cable, 10 Mbps, Hyperbus local area

network can be interfaced to Hyperchannel adaptors. The
Hyperkus would be an alternative means to connect background

host equipment if they cannot be located in the 1500 foot
N radius of Hyperchannel.

Evaluation criteria B-C3: Capability to provide

off-the-shelf interfaces to SPLICE background hcst
ccmputers.

Hyperchannel provides over 20 processor adaptor types each

compatible tc a different vendor computer. All SPLICE host
computers have adaptors except the Burroughs Medium System

and Tandem computers.

Evaluation criteria E-C4: Standards compatibility.

'.: Hyperchannel is not compatible with any of IEEE Project 802

committee's recommended standards.

B. PLAN EVILUA!ION PROCESS

*1. llN lIAk

The evaluaticn process for the Foreground Lccal Area

Network (PLAN) has a strategy that focuses on a communica-

tions service adaptitle to the growing and changing needs of

SPLICE custcmrs. This is to insure that customer needs can

be met with network performance in terms of capacity,

connectivity, and reliability. The evaluation requirements
that must be met by the PLAN are:
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F-Ri: in off-the-shelf architecture.

P-22: Datagram and virtual circuit distributed

controlled message service.

F-R3: Data rate of 4 Mbps over a distance of 5000

* * feet.

P-4: 300 physical connections.

P-5: Redundant data links.

1-96: Network immune to single point failures.

Ivaluation of off-the-shelf architectures in meeting
PLAN requirements will generally focus on local area network
classifications developed in Chapter 2. R quirement F-R2 is
typical of all off-the-shelf local area network architec-

turas. The capacity requirement of 4 Mbpa will rule out
architectures utilizing twisted pair wiring f'ur a transmis-
sion tedium.

The connectivity requirement (F-R4) for 300 physical
*! connecticns generally rules out networks which use a phys-

ical ring topology. Products with a ring topology support
only 32 to 255 connections. These architectures utilize
point-to-Ecint transmissions between ring connections. This
technology provides for effective use of the transmission

nedium tc achieve high lata rates and network distance

spans. However, the ability to make physical connections is
reduced even if node controllers or interface units used to

support multiple devices in the proximity of the connection.

This reduces the flexibility of the connectivity service,
" the ability to add nodes between nodes. In addition, reli-

ability of ring topology networks depends on an active

string of repeaters. A node failure will down the systim In
some implementations. Based on connectivity and reliability
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needs, iccal area network architectures with a ring topology

do not appear to be advantageous for SPLICE.

The bus topolcgy categories of architectures remains

for consideration. The token bus architectures have a typi-

cally icy data rate, 1 to 2.5 Mbps, which cannot meet the

F-R3 capacity rate of 4 Sbps. This access method has a

deterministic delay, and can give stations a pricrity for

access, but these features are not FLAN needs. However, the

data capacity of the transmission medium is not effectively

used with these features. In addition, polling schemes using

a token have limited the number of physical connections to

less than 256. Hence, these architectures are unable to meet

the ccnnectivity requirement, F-R4. The inability of token

bus architectures tc meet requirements F-R3 and F-R4 does

not appear to be advantageous for SPLICE.

Evaluation requirements at this stage have narrowed

the lccal area network categories for consideration tc thcse

architectures with a coaxial cable transmission medium, and

CSBA/CD access methods with a bus topology. Due to their bus
topolcgy, these architectures fulfill the reliability

requirement F-R6, fcr no single point failure. Baseband

coaxial cable CSMA/CC architectures do not completely meet
the redundant data link requirement, F-R5. Therefore, they

do not appear advantageous for SPLICE and are eliminated

" from consideration.
The local area network architectural category

remaining includes products with a broadband coaxial cable

transmission medium and a CSMA/CD access method with a bus

topolcgy. An isportant feature of these broadband architec-
tures is that redundant cable configurations are easily

implemented. Cable splitters are used to connect interface
units to redundant trunk cables. Examples of local area

networks in this architectural category are:
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* Localnet by Sytek Inc.

* Nt/One (broadband) by Ungermann-Bass, Inc.

* angnet by Wang Laboratories, Inc.

The PLAN example network architectures meet the

mandatory requirements needed for the SPLICE prcjec±. In

continuing the evaluation process, the attributes of these

architectures must be evaluated using the PLAN evaluation

criteria. The FLAN evaluaticn criteria briefly are:

F-Cl: Data rate in excess of 4 [bps and/or a
distance span greater than 5000 feet.

F-C2: Capability to provide video and/or voice
services.

F-C3: Capability to support more than 300 physical

connections.

F-C0: vailability of off-the-shelf in-terfaces.

F-C5: Compatibility with standards

F-C6: Vendor experience with networks for business
org anizati cns.

a. CSKA/CD Broadband Irchitectures Considered

angnet, by Wang, uses a dual cable frequency
allocaticn scheme. This implementation is incompatible with

IEEE Project 802's single cable TR 40.1 broadband standard.
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Conformity with this standard is important in retaining

flexibility in the evaluation of RF modems to meet present
and future needs. Presently, the Wang product is incompat-

ible with cther vendcr modems except by special interface
techniques [Ref. 12]. The dual cable implementation also

requires the installation cf four cables in order to have

redundant data paths. This complicates installation and
creates an inordinate amount of cabling, a cable maze that

local area networks are intended to eliminate [Ref. 16].

The "wang band" is tte primary 12 ,Mbps channel for Wangnet.
It is designed to provide communications for only Wang
computers and equipment [Ref. 17].

Localnet, by Sytek Inc., has a low single
channel capacity, litited available interfaces, and a varia-
tion frcm broadband standards. Localnet's System 40 supports
5 RF channels with a 2 Mbps data rate on each channel, for a
total data rate of 10 Mbps. However, a 4 Mbps single cbannel

capacity would be mcre desireable in meeting FLAN needs.
Equipment interfaces are supported by two systems.
Localnet's System 40 supports only parallel interfaces of
the VAX PDP-11 and Intel-coapatible bus architectures. Low
speed serial interfaces, RS-232C, are handled by Lccalnet's
System 2C. The two systems are connected by Localnet's 40/20
bridge. The Sytek broadband network uses a single cable
idsplit channel allocation scheme, however, frequency allo-

caticns are offset frcu IERE Project 802's TR 40.1 standard
(Ref. 12].

b. PLAN Evaluation Process Example

Broadband Net/One by Ungermann-Bass, Inc., is an
example of a local area network architecture which meets

S FLAN evaluation requirements and criteria. Broadband
S. Net/One offers a high single channel data rate capacity, a

wide range of off-the-shelf equipment interfaces, and it
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* adheres to the IEEE Project 802 TR 40.1 standards. In crde:

to highlight broadband Net/One's architecture, a review of

the netwcrks performance attributes within the framework of

PLAN evaluation requirements and criteria is provided.

9ME" 1 tribut q

Requirement F-Ri: An off-the-shelf architecture.

Requirement P-R2: A datagram and virtual circuit

distributed controlled message service.

Broadband Net/One was introduced by Ungermann-Bass in July

1982. The system uses a CSMA access method for distributed

contrcl cf a datagra. service. In addition, Net/One can

also support a virtual circuit service.

:ag,. .Uibt Ss.

Requirement F-R3: Data rate of 4 1bps over a

distance of 5000 feet.

Criteria P-Cl: Data Rate in excess of '4 bps
and/or distance span greater than 5000 feet.

Critezia P-C2: Capability to facilitate video and
voice services.

,* Broadband Net/One supforts a cable network up to 50,000 feet

in length. It provides a 5 Mbps data rate on any of five

6Hiz charnnels for a total network capacity of 25 Mbps. The

RF mcdems can support simultaneous use of the network for

video and vcice services.

Requirement F-R4: 300 physical connections

- Criteria F-C3: Capability to make more than 300

connections.
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Broadband Yet/One can connect up to 300 Network Interface

Units (11) to each of five (5) RE channels. Each NIU can

suppcrt up to 24 user devices.

'R-ipi _ r_ _ut__ s

Requirement F-RS: Redundant data links.

Requirement F-R6: Network immune to single point

* - failure.

Broadband Set/One may utilize broadband splitters and
couplers to make NIU connections to redundant cable configu-

rations. Distributed access control methods implemented by
NIUs make network immune to failure of attached equipments.

Criteria P-C4: Availability of off-the-shelf

interfaces.

Broadband Not/One utilizes Network Interface Units (NIU)

which cortain modem interface units for use with RF modems.
Vith that exception, the NIUs are virtually identical to
NIUs used with the baseband Set/One local area network. NIUs

are designed with a Z-80 processor and are user programmable

to enable the customer to attach any device. NIUs are ccmpa-
tible with the following vendor equipment:

Burroughs, Digital Equipment Corporaticn,

Hcneywell, IBM, NCRr Sperry Univac, OEM, PDP,

Zilog, Onyx, Hewlett Packard, Data General, Xerox,
and Sytek. (Ref. 18] (Ref. 19]

In addition, lIUs offer the following electrical interfaces:

IEEE 488, BS-232C, RS-449, TTL, CATY, and 8/16/32

bit parallel.
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Broadband Net/One NI0s are designed to give the netwcrk

system hardware independence.

Criteria F-C5: Standards compatibility.

Broadband Yet/One adheres to the IEEE Project 802 TR 40.1

broadband standard. In addition, broadband Net/One has gate-

ways to kaseband Net/One which is compatible with the IEEE

Ethernet standard.

Broadband Net/One is an example of an off-the-shelf CSHA bus

architecture that meets SPLICE design needs.

6
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v. CONCLUSION

* The strategy for evaluating local area netwcrks for

SPLICE ccnsisted of three phases.

The first phase developed a performance classification
system for local area network architectures. Network archi-

tectures were classified based on two schemes. The first

scheme was the transmissicn medium used in the physical

layer of the architectures. The second scheme was the

access methcd, and related network topology, used in the

data link layer of the architectures. Performance attri-

butes of each class cf architecture were identified within

the general performance areas of capacity, connectivity, and

reliability. Using this classification system, cver 25

local area network products were classified based on their

architectures. This identified architectural classes of

network products with related performance capabilities.
This Ferfcrmance classification system provides an adaptable

framework to easily classify present and future network

products and architectures. With this system, the perfor-

mance of network prcducts and architectures can be easily

evaluated.

The second phase of the evaluation strategy reviewed

the distributed system design concepts being built around

local area networks for SPLICE. Based on the system design,

the need for two local area networks was established. They

were a Background tccal Computer Network (BLCN) and a

Foreground Local &rea Network (FLAN). The lesign needs of
each network were translated into a set of evaluation

requirements and criteria. These evaluation guidelines were

primarily developed by identifying the performance needs of

the networks in terms of capacity, connectivity, and
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reliability. In addition, evaluation guidelines identified

cther furctional design needs of the network systems.

In the third phase, the evaluation process was executed.

This was accomplished by mapping requirements against the

perfcrmance related classes of architectures developed in

phase one. The evaluation process for the BLCN was driven

by very kigh capacity and high reliability requirements.

Hyperchannel, a baseband CSMA-bus network architecture by

Network Systems Corpcration, is an example of an architec-

ture which satisfied the evaluation requirements and

criteria for the BLCN. The evaluation process for the PLAN

identified three example products with broadband CSMA-bus

architectures which met requirements. Broadband Net/One by

Ungermann-Bass was an example of an architecture that satis-

fies PLAN evaluation criteria.

This research describes a strategy for evaluating local

area netucrk architectures for the SPLICE project. It is

hoped that this will assist the SPLICE project aquisition

process in evaluating the local area network architectures.

In addition, it prcvides a methodology and strategy that

cthers may use in their evaluation of local area n-.twcrk

architectures.
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